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Mind’Space
Interaction Design Notes
The office of the near future, say 5-10 years from today, will need to
support work processes similar to today’s, but there will be differences.
Mind’Space was commissioned by the Museum of Modern Art for the
February 2001 Workspheres exhibition to explore the differences. We at
Digital Image Design had the great pleasure of working with the Ideation
Group at Haworth and with Studios Architecture to develop these ideas.
MoMA introduced us to one another because we share a human-centered
design approach that draws heavily on an understanding of the abilities
and structure of the human mind for inspiration.
Like a concept car, this “concept desk”
was built to demonstrate a few key ideas
to museum visitors. Also like a concept
car, several of these ideas are extensions
of techniques that are already working in
delivered designs.
As lead interaction designers on the
project, DID wanted to expose some of
the thinking behind the techniques used in
the interactive part—the moving light and
projections that form an integral part of
Mind’Space. Here are some notes.
Hardware assumptions: The entire
curved surface of the desk, from
horizontal work area curving up to
vertical display area is intended to be a
high-resolution information display with
some twenty to thirty times as much area
as a common laptop or desktop computer.
We also assumed that this display had the
capability of knowing where objects and
human touches were, a sort of super
touch-screen. This sort of display will be
economically viable in the near future, so
we set about designing information
management techniques that would use
these capabilities to serve a knowledge worker in their management of
information. We simulate the display with projectors and touchscreens.

involved in the creation of the project itself. We wanted people to see how
abstract relationships can be made more understandable if they behave
more like physical objects. We would illustrate those relationships.
Concrete data, not abstract data: The desk’s surface has many different
objects displayed on it. They are rectangles labeled with the names of
people, places, organizations, or roles. By displaying these entities as
objects on the screen and allowing the user to manipulate them as objects
we can help put down a foundation for higher thought, much as a written
outline helps in writing a report or book.
Most computer systems simply dump data to the user’s display in a
spreadsheet-like table or gray columns of text, expecting the person to
search through the data to find the relationships that make data into useful
knowledge. We help people focus on abstract data by displaying
something that’s an entity in the user’s head as an object on the display,
making it more concrete. We can also
represent different states of entities by
drawing the object with different labels or
decorations. We can show processes as
pathways or places where object states can
change.
Sensory, perceptual, and cognitive cues
to information: The logical abilities of the
human brain were added only a few
million years ago; cobbled onto an animal
perceptual system that had already been
recognizing and dealing with objects and
relationships in the world for tens of
millions of years. As humans we still have
those animal abilities. They’re operating at
the same time as we think, doing some
jobs hundreds of times more effectively
than our logical forebrain could. Many of
DID’s best information management
techniques repackage data so that we can
feed it to those “lower-level” processes.
Drawing a box around text may not seem
like a radical step forward, but we’re
taking advantage of how the visual system
treats closed outlines very differently than
open ones. This lower-level processing
gives higher thought processes a clue that
this data is a specific and defined object. In more tailored illustrative
interfaces the outline will carry important meaning: different classes of
things that the user deals with have different shapes, so they’re easily
distinguished, recognized, and remembered. But even in abstract
relationships it helps to know what’s a thing, what’s a link, and what’s the
center of attention right now.

A synergistic collaboration: Our main focus is the management of
information. We look for the proper balance of worker and system—
letting a computer keep track of the details, data relationships, and
computationally intensive parts of the job, while the person makes higherlevel associations and decisions. The goal is a fluid collaboration of person The shapes drawn on the desk are all flat, drawn on a subtly colored
and system, where the system presents information is clearly and easily
background, until the user touches one of them to indicate that it should be
but the person drives.
the center of interest. That object turns a light, contrasting “Selected” color
(terra-cotta in Mind’Space), and “pops forward” as a result of tromp l’eoil
Illustration as interface, and the Mind’Space job: We firmly believe
highlight and shadowing around the object. Sensory, perceptual, and
that a computer interface should be as specific as possible. Made for the
exact task that it supports in the user’s workflow. The ideal interface might cognitive cues, derived in part from centuries of tricks used by traditional
illustrators and fine artists, bring that object to the center of the focus of
look like a Scientific American illustration, for example, laying out all of
the human animal as well as logical attention. It becomes easier to stay
the objects and process involved in a task, but it would live: changing to
focused on that object while scanning for other objects that the system
show the current state of the data as time progresses. It would also react:
knows are related.
poking at the illustration would directly change the data or state of the
system. The illustration is the interface.
Relationships are shown in three ways in Mind’Space: by being drawn in a
For the Mind’Space project, we needed to show a more general interface
not overly tailored to one person’s job so that more people could
understand it. We chose to use names of people, places, and organizations

distinct, but slightly less attention-demanding “Related” color (dark green
in Mind’Space); by being attached with lines intentionally sunk into the
background; and by being brought together into different groups or views.
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Groups, multiple views, and linked views: Mind’Space has two different
ways of grouping objects: hierarchically and as members of an ad-hoc set.
The ad-hoc relationships display as free form “information blobs:”
assemblages of objects that the user pushes together to indicate to the
system that they’re related. These blobs are easy to create and destroy,
supporting the quick association and re-association that characterizes some
kinds of knowledge work. When any one object in a blob is Selected, all
of the other objects in the blob are drawn in the Related color to draw the
user’s attention to a possible next step. Information blobs also retain the
“sloppy-desk” spatial relationships that they start with. This helps people
to identify specific blobs
because they were created
with a specific structure (e.g.
two tiers of objects vs. a
circular blob), or just because
they retain the historical trace
of where the user’s gesture
ended.
The large symmetrical blob
on the Mind’Space desk has
a hierarchical tree inside it.
This is a more structured
view that shows parent/child
relationships. Objects can be
dragged from this tree to
form blobs or just sit in a
specific place on the desk.
This is an example of how
different “views” can show
data differently. Views can
be thought of as conceptual
filters showing different
relationships, each in its own
place. A typical real-world
application might have a dozen or more views, tailored to fit a specific
thought processes of the user or structural relationships in the application
domain.
These views can all be linked to one another, helping the user to identify
the thing they’re studying in different contexts. In Mind’Space this is done
by carrying the Selected/Related highlighting through all views: When an
object is Selected it is drawn in that bright color wherever it might appear.
Related objects are drawn green in any blobs they might appear as well as
in the hierarchical tree, helping the user make the next association.
Links between real and virtual objects: Mind’Space also explores how
physical objects like paperweights, stones, or paper documents, can
participate in this concrete rendering of relationships. The paper document
on the desktop can be linked to a virtual object by simply dragging a
virtual object to the paper. Until this relationship is broken, whenever that
virtual object is drawn Selected, the paper is spotlighted, and a pool of
terra-cotta light surrounds is. When that document is taken home, the
home system could recognize it and call up all of the related objects from
the system at work.

daily commuter, variations of flow in data become obvious when the
display exposes the essence of the data.
In Mind’Space a steady trickle of rain indicates a slow day for a particular
stock; a denser flow shows more market interest. A burst of activity in one
of the stocks results in a torrent that immediately captures attention.
The data can also be presented to demand various levels of attention.
Information can be presented subtly, so that the user has to actively look
for it (good for a message like “everything’s proceeding as usual”). It can
be blasted onto the display with noise and backwards fireworks, carrying
the eye to something that
shouldn’t be missed (“your
boss’s boss is calling). Or it
can be presented right on the
edge of consciousness, as we
do with the stock data rain.
The intensity can be
modulated based on the
current task: if the user is
intent and a cold call is
coming in, a quiet note above
the phone will suffice. If new
information about the
document being edited arrives,
it can come right up next to
that document.
The character of these
representations can help
people interpret the data, with
visual or sonic references
bringing the information to
light in the appropriate way; a
sort of data poetics. Imagine
competitor announcements
creeping in like cockroaches; a call from a loved one making a desktop
photo glow which reaches out to the phone; information from colleagues
clustered around the appropriate project, documents yellowing with age.
Though Mind’Space representations are relatively generic, a real-world
illustrative interface pulls its references and visual vocabulary from the
tasks, artifacts, and culture surrounding the job.
Deployed in real-world designs: We were only slightly freer than usual
in using these ideas because of the forward-looking charter of the
Workspheres exhibition. The interaction ideas above, and dozens more,
are already making a dollars-and-cents difference in interfaces that have
been deployed at the New York Stock Exchange, and in designs for
knowledge work as disparate as software engineering, human resource
systems, portfolio management, and financial research. When people can
reduce the effort it takes to gain understanding we stand a chance of
concentrating on the tasks that only people can do well—the meaningful
and satisfying parts of our jobs. Making better use of our profoundly
effective perceptual and cognitive systems is an important approach to
managing the information glut that’s threatening to inundate us all.

Data rain: Mind’Space also provides concrete, physical representations of
links to the outside world. The vertical part of the display shows traces of
simplified raindrops, gently streaming into small windows. The raindrops
represent stock market transactions: each trade creates a raindrop that
carries trade information into a window that displaying a stock chart.

Digital Image Design Incorporated: These notes are just a small sample
of the ideas that go into developing an illustrative interface. Contact us for
more details, to hear about our design process, or see it in other projects.
Digital Image Design Incorporated offers software and hardware design
services, both conceptual and applied. We’re always looking for another
complex, data-rich application domain!

Illustrative interfaces allow people to be peripherally aware of data flow.
They taps into the strength that people have in habituating to patterns, and
instantly recognizing when something’s out of place or unusual. Just as a
new knock or ping in a car’s engine will immediately be apparent to a
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